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QUESTION 1

Huawei Oceanstor 9000 provides external domain name resolution services through the "InfoEqualizerDNS IP address",
name access to the following types of file sharing. If a node failover occurs, which of the following sharing methods will
not be interrupted? 

A. NFSv3 file sharing 

B. NFSv4 file sharing 

C. CIFS file sharing 

D. FTP file sharing 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 2

The network connection is required before the initial configuration of the big data system. The networking of Huawei
OceanStor 9000 does not include: 

A. Front-end business network 

B. Back-end storage network 

C. Management network 

D. Heartbeat Network 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 3

After testing, the bandwidth of the two data centers of the customer is 155Mbit/s, the peak write bandwidth of an
application is 9.8MB/s, and the average The write bandwidth is 300KB/s, the average write I/O size is 4KB., and the
bandwidth utilization rate is 70%. Colleagues choose active and standby synchronous remote replication for disaster
recovery Scheme, the scheme: 

A. Not feasible, 200Mbit/s is required to calculate the bandwidth. 

B. Not feasible. The primary and standby synchronous remote replication disaster recovery solution requires that the
bandwidth utilization rate must be >80%. 

C. Not feasible. The primary and standby synchronous remote replication disaster recovery solution requires that the
write I/O size must be less than 2KB. 

D. Feasible, because the conditions meet the requirements of the primary and standby synchronous remote replication
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disaster recovery program. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 4

The production center has 2080GB of data, which needs to be backed up to the disaster recovery center. The backup
window is 6 hours, no deduplication, bandwidth The utilization rate is 0.8. At least how much bandwidth is needed to
meet this backup requirement. 

A. 49.28MB/s 

B. 61.6MB/s 

C. 98.56MB/s 

D. 123.2MB/s 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

The back-end storage network interfaces of FusionStorage block, file, and object storage clusters must be completely
isolated. 

When the corresponding physical clusters share a pair of CE6800 switches, VLANs need to be divided to distinguish the
back-end storage networks of different clusters. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 6

When analyzing and adjusting the factors that affect the performance of the Huawei 0ceanstor 9000 client, the steps
involved are as follows: 

A. Check and adjust external interference factors 

B. View performance indicators of performance monitoring tools 

C. Check and adjust the system configuration 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Oceanstor 9000 adopts Erasure code technology to protect multiple selection data. If a period has 7 nodes, And if the
customer wants the disk utilization to reach at least 70%, the available redundancy protection levels are: (multiple
choice) 

A. 6+1 

B. 4+2 

C. 6+4 

D. 12+2:1 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following options describes the Pusi onStorago typical deployment plan correctly: (multiple choice) 

A. When deploying only FusionStorage file or object storage services, the number of nodes is at least 3. And supports
DSS, OMS and file or object storage components are merged and deployed. 

B. When deploying only FusionStornge block storage service, the number of nodes is at least 5, and supports DSS,
ONS and block storage components Merge deployment. 

C. When FusionStorage file and object storage services are deployed at the same time, the number of nodes is at least
5, and supports DSS, OMS and Fusion deployment of file or object storage components. 

D. When deploying FusionStorage block, file, or object storage services at the same time, the number of nodes must be
at least 8, and FSM must be deployed On block storage nodes, OMS and DSS components are evenly distributed to
other nodes. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

 

QUESTION 9

Among Huawei\\'s many disaster recovery solutions, which of the following scenarios can eReplication be used?
(multiple choice) 

A. Primary and standby disaster recovery 

B. 3DC 

C. Data center active-active 
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D. Local high availability 

Correct Answer: ABCD 

 

QUESTION 10

Among the following multiple-choice statements about concepts related to the HyperReplication feature, which options
are correct () 

A. Synchronization refers to the process of copying data from the slave LUN to the master LUN 

B. Pair refers to the data replication relationship between the master LUN and the slave LUN 

C. Consistency group refers to the collection of Pairs associated with multiple businesses 

D. Split refers to the suspension of data synchronization from the primary LUN to the secondary LUN 

Correct Answer: ABCD 

 

QUESTION 11

Back Question Mode Answer Mode Which of the following authentication methods are supported by CIFS? 

A. Global authentication 

B. LADP domain 

C. Local authentication 

D. AD domain answer 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 12

Before deploying and implementing storage devices, you need to plan and design storage solutions. Which of the
following options are in planning and design Action to be performed when () 

A. Storage network segment planning 

B. Storage system upgrade planning 

C. Confirm whether the computer room provides AC or DC power 

D. Confirmation of compatibility of operating system and storage 

Correct Answer: ABCD 
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QUESTION 13

The following description of the principles of making a backup strategy is wrong: 

A. Measure the frequency of data backup based on the importance of the data 

B. Measure task execution time based on the amount of data change 

C. Measure the data retention period based on the amount of data 

D. Measure backup media based on the discreteness of data 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

The Huawei SmartPartition feature supports setting the same read and write cache capacity for partitions without
multiple selections, as follows Regarding the impact of cache capacity on services with different characteristics, which
options are correct () 

A. For sequential services, the cache capacity does not need to be large, and only needs to meet the I/O consolidation
requirements 

B. For write business, more cache capacity means higher write merge rate, write hit rate and better Order of visits 

C. For the read business, more cache capacity means a higher read hit rate 

D. For random services, a larger cache capacity means a better order of access to disks, thus bringing Performance
improvement 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

 

QUESTION 15

Single choice The daily inspection performance indicators of the big data storage system include 

A. Disk utilization 

B. CPU utilization 

C. Memory utilization 

D. Node throughput 

Correct Answer: ABCD 
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